Many musical words often appear in piano music. Some are especially for pianos. Learn the definitions of the commands you'll need as a pianist. 

- **Words**
  - **A.C.** - **U.** - **R.** - **A.**
  - **Scala Musicale**
  - **Scales are series of notes after a specific pattern of intervals.**
  - **The key to a musical.**
  - **Music Scale** - **a series of notes after a specific pattern of intervals.**
  - **A diatonic scale is a series of notes within an octave.**
  - **A minor scale is a series of notes within an octave.**
  - **Major scale** - **Diatonic scale with a happy character.**
  - **Minor scale** - **Diatonic scale with a somber mood.**
  - **Natural minor scale** - **Diatonic scale with a happy character.**
  - **Harmonic minor scale** - **Diatonic scale with a somber mood.**
  - **Melodic minor scale** - **Diatonic scale with a happy character.**
  - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Dritta** - **Major scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Maggior** - **Major scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Melodica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
  - **Scala Minore Armonica** - **Natural minor scale** - **Three, and no less than two full steps in a row.**
...